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RUGGED PORTABLE COMPUTERS LLC
MaxPac® CP3 

The MaxPac8060CP3 is a smaller version of the six screen 
MaxPac8060CP6 but features a maximum of three folding 24.1” LCDs 
each 1920 x 1200 resolution.  

It is powered by the customer’s choice of Core i7 7th generation 
processor, 32GB DDR4-2133MHz SODIMM memory with on-board 
graphics, or an add-in nVidia graphics (such as the Quadro P2000 or 
P4000). The displays fold flat against the computer chassis with all 
cables attached. The entire workstation, keyboard, mouse, power cables 
fit into a Explorer 7630 case. While in the transit case, it is rated for 48” 
drops and all environments specified in MIL STD 810G such as rain, 
dust, sand and extreme temperatures.

A choice of slot fed optical DVD or BD burner drive is standard. An 
internal (not easily removable) M.2 system SSD can be used, and up to 
4 enterprise removable 2.5” SSD drives in sizes of 480GB, 960GB, 
1.92TB or 3.84TB may be used for each drive making possible data 
storage of up to 15.36TB.

The MaxPac8060CP3 can opearate as a thin client with larger 
displays or as a fully capable workstation for running geospatial and 
full motion video applications. In it’s minimum configuration, the core 
machine is a basic Core i7 with on-board graphics driving up to three 
24” folding monitors. However, by adding high performance nVidia 
Quadro P4000 graphics card, with its 8GB of dedicated graphics memory 
and 1792 Cuda cores, the CP3 can become a powerful image analyst 
workstation. Using the 4 removable SSDs, over 15TB of ultra-high 
performance storage is available. This is enough to support large geo-
spatial data sets or record full motion HD Video continiously for over 
6 months. This compact machine is able to meet the most demanding 
geospatial application or full motion video workload. Anything that can 
comfortably run in 32GB of main memory with limited expansions slots is 
a good match for this machine.

Because the machine supports all the modern security requirements for 
TPM and vPro Virtual Machine features, variations of this machine are 
ideal for running the AFRL SecureView, which allows multi-level security 
on a single machine.

Standard I/O includes dual GbE RJ-45 LAN ports using Intel i219LM + 
i210AT (two independent GbE network chips important for SecureView), 
4 USB 3.0 ports (bottom), 2 USB 2.0 ports (top), and Audio jacks plus 
(bottom) an internal speaker (rear facing).   

Three 24” LCDs, computer, keyboard mouse 
and cables fit into a single Explorer Case 7630 
roller transit case.
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Feet detach and secure on the back of the 
back of the unit to reduce transit case size.



Specification
Display 24.1" 1920 x 1200 300 nits, configured as a Single or folding dual or triple screen
Motherboard Super Micro X11SSV-Q mini ITX
Processor  Core i7-7700 3.6GHz 4C/8T Kaby Lake embedded 65W
Memory up to 32GB of DDR4 2400MHz SODIMM two sockets
Graphics Choice of Intel integrated graphics or nVidia P2000 or P4000
USB USB 3.0 Four Rear(Bottom) plus two header/USB 2.0 four header + 1 Type A
SSD Internal M.2 up to 480GB , Four removable 2.5" up to 3.84TB each
Optical Disk DVD Burner or BD Burner, Slot Fed Slim, Quick Change front removable tray
Network Dual GbE LAN w/ Intel i219LM + i210AT
Security Full Vpro and TPM2.0 compliant; AFRL SecureView Compliant. Support for FIPS 140-2
Audio Jack at rear/bottom plus integrated mono speaker
Environmental FCC Class A/CE Class A, K&N Dust Filter, 0-50C Operating, -40-70C non operating
Weight in  case ~70 pounds for triple screen configuration
Kayboard/Mouse Detached USB Microsoft Keyboard/Logitech Mouse
Transit case Explorer Case 7630 with custom foam
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Unlike most computer workstations of this type, the MaxPac8060CP3 
is designed to run continuously at 0°C to 50°C in harsh, dirty envi-
ronments using a custom K&N Technology oil membrane filter which 
has been shown to be most effective in the dusty environments of the 
Middle-East. The filter can be quickly cleaned and recharged with the 
machine running.  All air flows through the filter and then through the 
SSDs, pulled across the CPU, graphics card and then power-exhausted 
through 4 side-mounted fans. The filter can be removed with two 
knurled screws to access the removable SSDs.

MaxPac8060CP3 Triple MaxPac8060CP2 Dual

MaxPac8060CP1 Single
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RUGGED PORTABLE COMPUTERS LLC
MaxPac® CP6

The MaxPac8060CP6 features six folding 24.1” LCDs each 1920 x 
1200 resolution and powered by the customer’s choice of Core i7 
7th generation processor, 32GB DDR4-2133MHz SODIMM mem-
ory, and an AMD W4300 GPU card.  The displays fold around the 
computer chassis with all cables attached.  The entire workstation, 
keyboard, mouse, power cables and an optional adjustable height 
table and folding chair store into a single Pelican iM3075 roller 
transit case.  While in the transit case, it is rated for 48” drops and 
all environments specified in MIL STD 810G such as rain, dust, 
sand and extreme temperatures.

A choice of slot fed optical DVD or BD burner drive is standard.  
An internal (not easily removable) M.2 system SSD can be used, 
and you may use up to 4 removable 2.5” SSD drives in sizes of 
480GB, 960GB, 1.92TB or 3.84TB for each drive making possible 
data storage of up to 15.36TB.

The MaxPac8060CP6 was inspired by mobile command post and 
security applications where situation awareness using a large 
number of displays is important.   For mobile applications, space 
is at a premium and there is no time to be wasted setting up and 
configuring equipment.  For this reason, the keyboard, mouse, 
power and network cable are the only connections required.  All 
other cabling for monitors are connected and never require discon-
nect except for unlikely service.  Those familiar with the equipment 
can emplace and boot the device from the transit case in 2 min-
utes.  Another two minutes should be added for the assembly of 
the optional adjustable table stored in the top of the transit case.

Standard I/O includes dual GbE RJ-45 LAN ports using Intel 
i219LM + i210AT, 4 USB 3.0 ports (bottom), 2 USB 2.0 ports (top), 
and Audio jacks plus (bottom) an internal speaker (rear facing).   In 
addition to the six displays driven by the W4300 GPU, the mother-
board also supports on-board graphics and three additional display 
connectors (DP, DVI-D, and HDMI) which can be used for addition-
al remote monitors or projectors.  Up to nine concurrent displays 
are supported. 
  
TPM2.0 is included as a standard security feature.  The worksta-
tion is Intel vPro and AMT compliant providing the user the most 
secure platform possible for this class of machine.

Everything shown above, six 24” LCDs, 
computer, keyboard, table and chair fit into 
a single Pelican iM3075 roller transit case.
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Setup takes about two minutes: 1) Set the unit on the table and swing the legs to the front for extra stability. 2) Pull the 
securing pins and flip up the three top displays and secure by replacing pins. 3) Release and swing open the displays. 4) 
Connect keyboard, mouse, network and power cable. 5) Turn on the power switch and boot the machine and go to work.

Unlike most computer workstations of this type, the MaxPac8060CP6 is designed to run continuously at 0°C to 50°C in 
harsh, dirty environments using a custom K&N Technology oil membrane filter which has been shown to be most effective 
in the dusty environs of the Middle-East.  The filter can be quickly cleaned and recharged with the machine running.  All 
air flows through the filter and then through the SSDs, pulled across the CPU, graphics card and then power-exhausted 
through 4 side-mounted fans.  The filter can be removed with two knurled screws to access the removable SSDs.


